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Royal Observer Corps 

Written by Nick Catford. 

Since its inception in 1925 as an integral part of the UK air defence system, the primary role of the Royal 
Observer Corps (ROC) was the recognition and identification of hostile aircraft. With the start of the cold war 
and the increasing threat of nuclear attack in the 1950’s, the ROC was given the added responsibility of 
reporting nuclear bursts and monitoring fall-out which necessitated the construction of 1563 underground 
monitoring posts throughout Great Britain & Northern Ireland. These are the subject of this archaeological 
report. 

On the 15th June 1955 it was announced in the House of Commons that ‘steps are being taken for the ROC to 
give warning of and to measure radioactivity in the event of air attacks in a future war.’ At the time, this new 
duty was considered only secondary to the Corps’ primary function of aircraft identification. The ROC was 
chosen for this new role as the infrastructure and lines of communication were already in place and the 
personnel involved were familiar with the use of monitoring equipment. Posts were clustered into 3’s and 4’s 
for communications purposes and it was envisaged that group HQ would pass the information received from 
each post to Sector Operations Centres where scientists would forecast which areas would be in danger from 
nuclear fall-out allowing civilian and military authorities to decide what services (ports, rail, airfields etc.) could 
remain operational. 

To give fall-out protection, the new ‘monitoring rooms’ would be constructed underground, usually at the same 
location as the aircraft monitoring post which usually took the form of a pre-cast concrete (Orlit) or brick room 
often raised a few feet off the ground to aid visibility. 

At a few sites the aircraft post was more humble consisting of railings either round a grassed area or a low 
concrete plinth. Where the position was not suited to the new fall-out role the post would be re-sited, 
sometimes several miles away. 

The first prototype underground post was built at Farnham, Surrey in 1956 and consisted of a 15ft entrance 
shaft which gave access to two rooms, one containing a chemical toilet and the larger (15ft X 7ft 6ins) 
monitoring room which was furnished with canvas chairs, folding table, shelf, cupboard and a pair of metal-
framed bunk beds. This became the standard furniture for all underground posts although some were 
customized to suit individual needs with more cupboards and tables, Dexion racking, comfy chairs, bedside 
curtains and at one, (in Hertfordshire) a large office desk! A ventilation shaft with two louvered vents was 
located alongside the entrance shaft with a second air shaft at the other end of the room. Lighting was 
provided by a 12 volt battery located behind the monitoring room door. With a few exceptions, where the post 
was constructed within existing buildings, this layout remained the same at all locations. 
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After exercises during 1956 and 1957 showed the inadequacies of the existing monitoring instruments, the 
Fixed Survey Meter (FSM) was introduced in 1958. The indicator unit was mounted on the table and 
connected to the surface by cable running through a pipe on the end of which was fitted the ionization 
chamber. Unlike its predecessor the Radiac Survey Meter No. 2, the FSM could be operated from within the 
underground post and could read up to 500 roentgens per hour increasing to more than 5000 R/hr if the 
ionization chamber was withdrawn down the pipe. The Bomb Power Indicator (BPI) was introduced at the 
same time, consisting of a baffle plate mounted on a steel pipe at the surface. At the base of the pipe, in the 
monitoring room, an indicator unit with bellows was connected to a pointer. The air over-pressure from the 
blast would pass down the pipe to the bellows with the dial showing pressures of up to 5lb/sq in. 

The third piece of equipment was the Ground Zero Indicator (GZI) which consisted basically of a pinhole 
camera with four holes facing the cardinal compass points. A piece of photographic paper was placed in-front 
of each hole and in the event of a nuclear burst, the image of the fireball would be projected through one or 
more of the pin holes. From these, the bearings and elevation of the burst could be calculated. The GZI was 
mounted on a convex metal plate, usually located on top of the vent shaft next to the entrance but it 
necessitated somebody emerging into the open air to retrieve the sheets of photographic paper! All posts were 
also issued with hand operated ‘Secomak’ or ‘Carter’ sirens and maroons. The sirens were for sounding the 
‘red’ warning (a rising and falling note) indicating an imminent air or missile attack and the ‘white’ warning (a 
steady note), indicating ‘all clear’. With the approach of radioactive fallout the ‘black’ warning was sounded by 
maroon with a series of three explosions at close set intervals. 

Communications between posts and Group HQ’s was by GPO telephone lines (A line of telegraph poles half 
way across a field are often still visible and give the site away) and in 1964 the conventional headset and 
microphone was replaced by ‘Tele-talk’ an 8 inch square box containing microphone and amplifier. In case of 
emergencies, all Group HQ’s and one post in each cluster were equipped with VHF radios and radio masts, 
these posts being known as master posts. 

By the 1960’s with the increased nuclear threat and the diminishing likelihood of a conventional air attack, 
priorities changed with the Corps’ major role being the reporting of nuclear bursts with only designated areas 
of eastern England receiving live training in low level aircraft recognition and reporting. By 1965, the RAF no 
longer required the service of the ROC in this capacity and the few remaining overground structures were 
abandoned. Early aircraft observation posts were little more than sand bagged emplacements or wooden huts 
and these rarely leave any trace, but during the war more substantial buildings of concrete or brick were built 
and these sometimes survive alongside the new underground monitoring room. Post war aircraft observation 
posts were sometimes built of brick but many sites received the standard Orlit Posts (The Orlit post was 
constructed of pre-cast concrete panels forming a rectangular building 10’ by 6'8”. The building was spilt into 
two sections, the entrance door led into the smaller roofed section which was used as a shelter and store with 
a sliding door into the open section which housed the post instrument and chart on top of a wooden mounting. 
There were two types of Orlit, the Orlit ‘A’ was at ground level and the Orlit ‘B’ was raised on stilts to 4’ 6” with 
a wire ladder for access. The Corps’ nuclear role however remained of major importance and regular training 
continued. 

In January 1968, the Labour Government decided the threat of a nuclear attack had lessened and as part of 
massive reductions in defence spending, the future of the ROC looked uncertain as other home defence 
services were being abolished or curtailed. On the 18th January, a Home Office minister made the following 
statement in the House, ‘The ROC will be retained as part of the warning and monitoring organisation. It has 
the task of warning the public of an imminent attack with nuclear weapons and subsequently to warn them of 
nuclear fall-out. The organisation also has the ability to provide more detailed information, particularly on fall-
out, to services, which can make use of it. Therefore we are making an exception to the general principle of 
winding up volunteer organisations although there will be some re-organisation and reduction to secure 
economies.’ 

Nation-wide, the strength of the Corps was to be reduced from 25,000 to 12,500 resulting in the closure of 
more than half the underground posts. Prior to this reorganisation, there were no limits to the number of 
Observers, all volunteers, manning any one post but after 1968, each post was limited to a maximum of 10, 
comprising a head or chief observer, leading observer who was also the post instructor and 8 ordinary 
observers. This allowed for three shifts but in reality this number was often difficult to achieve with some of the 
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out of the way posts struggling to attract the minimum compliment of 3, with observers from other neighboring 
posts standing in when required. The three observers on duty at any one time were numbered 1, 2 & 3. No 1 
Observer was in charge of the post and was responsible for reading and accessing the information from the 
GZI and the BPI. No. 2 Observer was in charge of communications, checking the GZI & BPI readings, reading 
the FSM and filling in the post log and reporting the readings to group headquarters. No. 3 Observer had the 
unenviable job of changing the photographic paper in the GZI and was responsible for the domestic side of the 
post. 

National exercises (WARMON) involving the whole Corps were held twice a year, usually 8 hours on a 
Sunday. International exercises (INTEX) were held once a year and involved linking up with other warning and 
monitoring organisations throughout Europe. These lasted for 24 hours, usually 9 a.m. Saturday till 8 a.m. 
Sunday involving several changes of crew. There were also 1 or 2 Corps exercises a year, which usually 
consisted of a re-run of a previous WARMON or INTEX. 

Cluster meetings were held once a month where all the observers from each cluster would get together and 
individual post meetings were held theoretically 39 times a year. In practice a fully manned post often met 
weekly or even more regularly so long as the annual budget for such meetings was not exceeded. The 
purpose of these meetings was for training, and testing the equipment, phone lines etc. but in reality they often 
only consisted of post maintenance or occasionally on a cold winter evening a social get together in a nearby 
pub. 

Following re-organisation the closing of approximately half the underground posts inevitably meant a less 
detailed fall-out picture. A third and final re-clustering took place during the 1980’s. 

Regular training continued through the 70’s and 80’s but in 1991 it was decided by the Home Office & MOD 
that the ROC would cease active training and the remaining underground posts were closed at the end of 
September that year. Most of the posts closed in 1968 reverted back to the original landowners while those 
closed in 1992 were put out to public tender. Nationally, many were snapped up by cellular telephone 
operators because of their strategic positions on high ground. 

 

Group HQs 
Individual ROC posts reported their instrument readings directly to their Group Headquarters by GPO/BT 
landline. If lines were not functioning but there was still communication between posts in a cluster, the master 
post in each cluster would communicate with Group HQ by VHF radio. If their own Group Headquarters was 
non operational for any reason they could then report to an adjacent Group Headquarters. 
 
Group No 1: MAIDSTONE 
Group No 2: HORSHAM 
Group No 3: OXFORD 
Group No 4: COLCHESTER 
Group No 5: WATFORD 
Group No 6: NORWICH 
Group No 7: BEDFORD 
Group No 8: COVENTRY 
Group No 9: YEOVIL 
Group No 10: EXETER 
Group No 11: TRURO 
Group No 12: BRISTOL 
Group No 13: SOUTH WALES 
Group No 14: WINCHESTER 
Group No 15: LINCOLN 
Group No 16: SHREWSBUY 
Group No 17: NORTH WALES 
Group No 18: LEEDS 
Group No 20: YORK 
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Group No 21: PRESTON 
Group No 22: CARLISLE 
Group No 23: DURHAM 
Group No 24: EDINBURGH 
Group No 25: AYR 
Group No 27: OBAN 
Group No 28: DUNDEE 
Group No 29: ABERDEEN 
Group No 30: INVERNESS 
Group No 31: BELFAST 
 
UKWMO Sector Controls 
Metropolitan Sector: co-located with 2 Group Control Horsham 
Midland Sector: co-located with 7 Group Control Bedford 
Southern Sector: co-located with 12 Group Control Bristol 
Eastern Eector: co-located with 15 Group Control Lincoln 
Western Sector: co-located with 21 Group Control Preston 
Caledonioan (later Scottish) Sector: 
1953 - 1964 Barnton Quarry 
1964 - 1976 School Hill, Aberdeenshire 
1976 - 1991 co-located with 28 Group Control Dundee 
 
A number of war pre-nuclear era ROC centres were retained as stand-by operational buildings and training 
centres. 
 
BECKENHAM: 1959-1968 - Dura Den, Park Place, Beckenham, Kent. BURY ST. EDMUNDS: 1953-1968 - 
The Guildhall, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk CAERNARVON: 1962-1968 - Northgate Street, Caernarvon 
CAMBRIDGE: 1953-1965 - Meadowfields, Newmarket Road, Cambridge CARDIFF: 1953-1968 - RAF Caerau, 
Ely, Cardiff DERBY: 1961-1974 - RAF Waddington DUMFERMLINE: 1953-1968 - RAF Petraevie Castle 
GLOUCESTER: 1953-1976 - Northgate Mansions, Gloucester LANCASTER: 1961-1967 - Willow Lane, 
Lancaster MANCHESTER: 1961-1970 - ‘Danebury’, Slade Lane, Levenshulme, Manchester OBAN: 1968-
1973 (used as a communications centre until 1992) - North Connel, Argyll WATFORD: 1968-1973 - 
Cassiobury Drive, Watford 
 
The hub of each Group HQ or Group Control was the operations room where the triangulation team would 
analyse the information received from individual posts. This three-man team consisted of a tote-operator, a 
triangulator and an assessor. The burst times, pressure readings, elevations and bearings from each post 
were shown on a blackboard. Bearings from the post were plotted on a table map, which gave a triangulated 
fix on ground zero. With the aid of a calculator, the pressure readings and distances enabled the scientists to 
calculate the power of the bomb or bombs. This and other information was then passed to the Sector 
Operations Centres of the United Kingdom Warning and Monitoring Organisation (UKWMO) where more 
scientists were able to predict where and when the fall-out was heading. There were 5 Sector Operations 
Centres, four in England and one in Scotland located within Group Headquarters. 
 
The five main functions of the UKWMO, which came under the direct control of the Home Office, were: 
 
Warning of an air attack - conventional and nuclear 
Confirming any nuclear strike 
Warning of the approach of radioactive fallout 
Supplying government headquarters and home defence forces in the UK and neighboring countries with 
details of nuclear bursts and with a scientific assessment of the path and intensity of fallout. 
Providing a post-attack metrological service. 
Group HQ operated with a staff of approximately 50 working under the group controller. There were roughly 40 
Observers, a warning team of 10 (the scientists who made the calculations) and 5 full time paid staff. When 
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fully operational Sector Control would need a staff of about 80 including sector scientific advisor who’s job 
would be to advise on any unexpected developments. 
 
There were two types of purpose built protected centre, a semi-sunken two level bunker or a two level surface 
blockhouse. Each had an operations room with an upper gallery around three sides (in a bunker you went 
down to the lower floor while in a blockhouse you go up to the gallery), stand-by generator plant, sleeping 
accommodation, kitchen and dining room, air conditioning, air filters, communications, water and food storage 
etc. When sealed the centre had to be self sufficient for a week under fall-out conditions. 
 
A few centres were located in adapted buildings, Bristol and Belfast were in post war anti-aircraft operations 
rooms while Inverness and Preston occupied a former WW2 RAF Sector Operations Centre. 
 
The administration block was usually located in a less substantial building, sometimes an old house, 
alongside. Following the restructuring programme in 1968 some Group Controls closed in the general re-
clustering with posts being transferred to adjacent Groups. 
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No 8 Group Headquarters 
 
8 Group ROC HQ is located on the edge of the former RAF Lawford Heath a few miles outside Rugby. After 
ROC stand-down in 1991, the bunker and the substantial administration block became Regional Government 
HQ 9.2 and was considered as a replacement for Drakelow. This was short lived however and within a few 
months the building became redundant and it was sold to a local business partnership for £50,000.  
During the next few years it was only used for illegal raves and parties and quickly fell into disrepair. In 1997 
the site was sold to the present owners Satellite Media Services who provide an international Internet service 
as well as providing the feed for IRN (Independent Radio News) and various local radio shared programmes. 
The administration block has been completely refurbished and altered and as well as offices houses the 
company’s satellite equipment.  
Much of this equipment however was moved into the protected ‘bunker’ which was completely refurbished 
during 2000.  
The bunker is of the semi-sunken variety with steps up to the original entrance blockhouse which contained 
the decontamination and filter rooms. Apart from the original porch which remains in place, the building has 
now been clad in brick. The three rooms at this level remain intact though completely stripped of original 
fittings. Stairs lead down to the main east - west spine corridor. At the bottom of the stairs a new entrance has 
been constructed in the east wall which links to a new 50 yard covered walkway to the admin. block. All the 
rooms on the south side of the corridor (dormitory’s and toilets) have been gutted and refurbished. The 
corridor wall itself has been removed and a new curving wall built in its place. The former officers’ room at the 
western end has become the new toilet. The rooms along the northern side of the corridor are still largely 
intact but completely refurbished with lowered ceilings although it is still possible to identify the plant room, 
generator room, kitchen, canteen, BT room and balcony. 
 The balcony is being retained as an area for visitors to look down into the new ‘control room’. All the 
woodwork on the balcony has been stripped out and replaced with chromed railings. At the northern end of the 
east - west spine corridor the former emergency exit has been rebuilt with a wooden porch. 
The original stairs lead down to the bottom level where the control room is intact and is the hub of the new 
complex. The communications room alongside is intact and refurbished. 
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No 8 Group HQ pre and post refurbishment 
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